Selecting the Right
Industrial 3D Printer
A guide to maximizing your investment.
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Introduction
When we talk to customers and prospects about our industrial 3D printers, we
typically hear one of two stories:
1) "We just weren't really sure what we were looking for before we purchased, and
ended up with something that we had to 'Frankenstein' together, and now we don't
even use it anymore." (We call this the "3D Printer in the Closet" Syndrome, and we
don't want it to happen to you.)
2) "We want to get a 'real' industrial printer, but they're too expensive." Lucky for
them, real, affordable, industrial 3D printers are no longer the unicorns they once
were.
In both cases, the key to success is two-fold:
A) Knowing what you need (and why you need it)
B) Finding the right solution
That's why we put together this guide. In addition to having questions to ask yourself
and potential vendors, it also includes worksheets to help you get everything in
writing to review and compare, and ultimately make the best decision for your
needs.
To your success,
Ed Israel
President, Plural Additive Manufacturing

Defining an
Industrial
3D Printer
These days, products often appear similar on spec sheets. It’s not enough to
re-purpose a commercial concept or rapid prototyping printer as a production grade
machine. While the specifications can appear similar, production use has its own
demands on the machine, materials, and the people using it to make parts on demand.
When these things are accounted for in the initial design, and thoroughly tested and
refined through years of industrial use, the resulting product becomes a robust,
production-ready, manufacturing process-friendly, cost-effective and efficient tool.

Industrial 3D Printer Checklist
PRECISION
Dimensional accuracy and repeatability well-matched to your tolerance requirements
MATERIALS
Wide range of materials available for printing: flexible materials, thermoplastics, support materials
RELIABILITY
Designed to be robust; 24/7 operation
FLEXIBILITY
Useful for rapid prototyping as well as production parts on-demand
USABILITY
Software written to take full advantage of all machine capabilities and options
MAINTENANCE
Easy to service, upgrade, calibrate and maintain
VENDOR CHARACTERISTICS
Vendor with manufacturing focus and expertise for high-value sales, service, consulting,
integration and support
NOTE: This guide does not reference 3D Metal Printers, though some of the questions in Worksheet 1 may apply.

Part 1: Questions to Ask Yourself
What do we want to do with an
industrial 3D printer?

This is the most important initial question. Think about the purpose: Are you
testing form, fit, function? Do you want to move beyond functional prototypes to
true end-use parts? Some or all of the above? Think to the future.
Knowing the "why" helps to determine the "what".

What materials are important to us?

There are many materials for industrial 3D printing on the market today - these
materials are one of the three fastest-growing technologies in the world. You want
to be sure the printing platform you select will be one that can grow with your
needs. Which materials are important for you to print, now and into the future?

How will the printer impact my business?

As people begin to understand what the printer is capable of, you may find that its
initial use case may change - we've seen customers open a side business as a
service bureau! Some questions to think about:
How might you change the way you work with your customers - could you re-design their (or
your) parts?
Perhaps marketing might want to play a role to share your new capabilities with customers
and prospects?

Part quality?

Dimensional accuracy, repeatability, surface finish are all key capabilities of a true
industrial quality printer... Which are important to you? What range of tolerances
will you need to hold with your parts?

What is your budget?

While it is a good idea to understand your financial limitations, it's important that
you don't establish an artificial budget. In other words: do not spend money for
less printer than you need and do not spend money until you learn exactly
what you need. If you do, your acquisition may very well end up in the closet or
you may spend much more than is necessary. Take time to educate yourself learn all you can and share with your company what the budget needs to be. Be
sure to factor in material costs as well. NOTE: It's possible that a service bureau
may be the best interim solution until you can afford the right tool.

Part 2: Questions to Ask the Vendor
There are three critical components to making an industrial 3D printer selection:
Printer capabilities (as they relate to your needs)
Available materials (including build & support)
Services, training, and support packages
Your questions should be focused in these three areas.

How do you define an industrial 3D printer?
As we discussed earlier, not all printers are truly "industrial-grade" quality. Get
the vendor to tell you their definition - by the nature of the questions they will be
defining the capabilities of their own printer.

What materials are you printing successfully?
The marriage between materials and a specific printer is critical to getting the
results you want. Ask the vendor for a list of materials they are printing successfully
today - by successful, we mean producing parts repeatably within specified
tolerances. If they are using open materials, have they certified them for use on
their printer, and do they have print profiles available?

How much do your materials cost?

Because materials represent a significant portion of your ongoing 3D printing
investment, this is an important question! Vendor-captive or OEM-specific
materials can be very expensive, often prohibitively so. Can you find the materials
elsewhere, or are you required to purchase from the vendor?

What software does the printer use?

The slicer software is the "brain" of the 3D printing operation. Learn what you can
about the software itself, getting a demo if necessary. Does the software have a
wide range of control over the printing process? Will it allow you to make parts the
way you need to make them?

What are your service offerings?

Training. Support. Printer maintenance. What's included, and what's available?
You are buying a serious tool - their customer service model will be crucial in
ensuring a successful long-term acquisition.

Will you print a part for me?

Not a widget that they have en masse - a custom part - your part - preferably in
the material you need to use as a prototype or in production. This will give you a
real sense of what the printer can do; at the same time, you'll get to know the
vendor as well.

Determining Your Cost Savings

Determine
Cost Savings
ROI

It is critical that you understand not just the cost of the printer, but the
cost to run the printer over the years.
A qualified vendor should be able to provide a cost-per-part savings
analysis like the chart shown below.

Worksheet 1: Industrial 3D Printer Requirements
What do we want to do with an industrial 3D printer?
Concept Prototypes

Jigs & Fixtures

EndUse Parts

Functional Prototypes

Tooling

Other

What materials are important to us?
ABS

ASA

TPU

Nylon

Filled Nylon

HighTemp

How will the printer impact my business?

How important is part quality? Tolerance ranges?

What is my budget?

NOTES

PC

PCABS

PETG

Specialty

Other

Vendor Name_____________________________

Worksheet 2: Vendor Responses

Printer Name_____________________________

Materials printing successfully (repeatably, within tolerance?)

Meet requirements?
(Scale of 1 - 5)

1

2

3

4

5

Materials cost ranges? Availability?

Meet requirements?
(Scale of 1 - 5)

1

2

3

4

5

Software used to program the machine?

Meet requirements?
(Scale of 1 - 5)

1

2

3

4

5

Service offerings  cost, what's included, etc.

Meet requirements?
(Scale of 1 - 5)

1

2

3

4

5

Custom sample part  feedback? Part to tolerance, proper materials, etc.

Meet requirements?
(Scale of 1 - 5)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

NOTES

Meet overall requirements?
(Scale of 1 - 5)

Plural Additive Manufacturing
6455 Lakeview Blvd. Suite B
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

For a free custom sample part, visit
http://pluralam.com/sample-part-request
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